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Check out these new product releases...
Atlas All-in-One Touchscreen Terminal
The Atlas All-in-One Touchscreen Terminal offers unmatched
speed and reliability in a sleek,
affordable package.The Atlas Allin-One POS is designed to
improve productivity and
increase customer satisfaction.
The 15 LED LCD Projected
Capacitive display offers easy,
flexible operation, enhanced durability,
and more accurate input, while the Intel
Celeron Quad Core J1900 processor provides the power you
need to keep operations running smoothly.
Up to 8GB RAM is available for optimal performance, and
the IP64 water- and dust-proof front panel protection ensures
your POS is able to operate reliably in the most hectic
environments. With multiple peripheral options, including a
MSR USB, customer display, barcode scanner, pin pad mount,
and VESA/wall mount, you can customize your solution to fit
any needs you may have.
Contact: Touch Dynamic
(888) 508-6824
www.touchdynamic.com

U-Bend LED T8 Tube Lights
LEDtronics recently
introduced the latest
generation of ‘Dual
Mode’ U-Bend LED
T8 Tube Lights that
work with or without a
ballast. Installing the
UL-Classified U-Bend
tubes is as easy as taking
the fluorescent out and popping our LED tube in.
For most LED lighting installations, a one-time ballast
bypass would have been necessary for installation, but with the
‘Dual Mode’ LED U-Bend Tube Lights, it’s simply plug and
play. The U-bends come in two sizes – the LED24T8U6BR
series with 6-inch leg spacing and the LED24T8U2 series with
2-inch leg spacing. They directly retrofit into an existing 2-ft.
fluorescent fixture with an electronic ballast and inline
2-Pin/G13 base. When the ballast does go out eventually,
there’s always the option to bypass it and wire directly to the
line current.
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These LED U-bend tube lights are ideal for such
applications as ceiling lights in offices, schools, hallways,
department stores, retail outlets, restaurants, fast food chains,
hospitals and medical offices, as well as for light boxes and
signage backlighting, to name a few.
The LEDtronics 2-ft, U-bend tubes operate in a voltage
input range of 100 to 277VAC, and are offered in a choice of
color temperatures. They provide a 120-degree wide beam
of high luminosity – from 1380 lumens for the warm white to
1780 lm for the pure white CCT, boasting an efficacy of up to
125 lumens per watt.
Contact: LEDtronics
(800) 579-4875
www.ledtronics.com

Control Center v16.0
IndigoVision is set
to introduce a range of
new features that will
lead to faster security
investigations and drive
down industry storage
costs. IndigoVision’s
latest innovations are a
part of an array of new
features being introduced to
Control Center, its intuitive
Security Management Solution.
Focusing on advanced analytics, cyber-security and ease of
use, Control Center v16.0 will offer operators a powerful new
line-up of features to help combat security threats. Some of
these features are: Faster security investigations – users will be
able to save time and instantly zero in on specific events
with the introduction of timeline preview, which provides a
thumbnail of the recorded video timeline. Lower storage costs
– users will benefit from improved compression and longer
retention times thanks to Control Center’s support for the
latest video compression standard, H.265. Reduced eyestrain
for users – Control Center v16.0 now adds to its core grey/white
view with a new Dark Mode, which has been specifically
designed to reduce eyestrain in darker control room environments. ®
Contact: IndigoVision
(732) 662-6445
www.indigovision.com

